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.net Performance
comparison between client-
server and embedded server I
would like to know, while
developing any application
in.net, will using a server-
side component performance-
wise be better than a client-
server component? In the
terms of processing speed,
memory, speed of transfer of
data, etc., would the
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embedded server be ideal?
Or would it be nice for ease-
of-use, since embedded
servers run using the.net
framework, providing
similar ease-of-use as the
client-server? A: Which is
better is relative to what you
are trying to achieve. They
both have their strengths and
weaknesses, and.Net
applications have a lot of
them. .Net Applications have
several built-in resources.
They are embedded in the
runtime. They do not require
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any install or configuration
beyond the initial.Net
Framework. .Net
Applications use IIS for
deployment, and since they
have the benefit of IIS, they
can use.Net features that IIS
might not be able to use. (IIS
5.1 has very limited support
for using.Net Features in
itself.) .Net Applications do
require updates to the.Net
Framework, just like any
other application. (If you are
using.Net Framework 2.0
you don't have to worry
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about it, but IIS 5.0 and 5.1
require updates as well.) .Net
Applications use the same
runtime as.Net web services,
which means that they are
not isolated like a Windows
Service. This can be a good
thing if you can't use.Net
services on some client
boxes, or if you want to
deploy them on the same box
as other programs that
use.Net Services, or
something like that. For
deploying, either one of
them would work. You
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would use the one that makes
most sense for you. If you
don't have a lot of options,
perhaps it would be better to
install the.Net runtime on a
separate box and use that box
for your.Net application.
DCEJ_NULL =
DCEJ_INV_NULL =
DCEJ_INV_FLT =
DCEJ_TO_FL
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